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Fills in the details of what happened to the characters of
'Mars' before the series began, including Kira and Rei's first
meeting and Tatsuya and Rei's battle for Kiya's affections.
Also includes two additional stories.
"Highly recommended by Ruri Miyahara, the creator of The
Kawai Complex Guide to Manors and Hostel Behavior and
Love Lab! Rune, an “ex”-mermaid, has come out from the
ocean to be with the human she’s been pining for, Riku, her
first love. But as fate would have it, she finds out that she'll
never be able to become one with a human…?! This is the first
volume of a sexy, yet pure, romantic comedy that's a bit
risqué, and sure to make you laugh out loud!"
Ninako’s friend Daiki throws her for a loop when he
expresses romantic interest in her. She cares for him, but can
she return his feelings? As she tries to sort out her confusion,
Ninako realizes that there are many different facets of
love—strange and wonderful sides... -- VIZ Media
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm
and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail"
limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his brother and himself...the legendary
Philosopher's Stone. Ed, Alphonse and their mechanic Winry
go south in search of Izumi Curtis, the master alchemist who
taught the brothers how to use alchemy. But in the boomtown
of Rush Valley, an encounter with a pickpocket turns them
down a different path in search of an auto-mail blacksmith
whose handiwork is the best that Winry has ever seen. Then
the action flashes back to the past to show how Ed and
Alphonse first learned alchemy...
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Sometimes the greatest romantic adventure isn’t falling in
love—it’s what happens after you fall in love! After missing out
on love because she was too shy to confess her feelings,
high school student Satomi blurts out how she feels the next
time she gets a crush—and it’s to her impossibly handsome
schoolmate Yagyu! To her surprise, he agrees to date her.
Now that Satomi’s suddenly in a relationship, what next?
Given how fast everything has happened, Satomi is still
clueless about how dating is supposed to work. How will she
forge ahead in her relationship with Yagyu?
Demons like Rara are supposed to cause mischief in the
mortal world and draw humans to darkness. They're not
supposed to help mortals and they're definitely not supposed
to fall in love with them! But that's just what happens when
Rara enters high school, where a hot guy named Retsu Aku
calls her "Gaba Kawa"! While demons gain power by causing
mischief, the opposite is also true--if Rara uses any of her
powers to help mortals, she'll immediately lose that very
power. If she loses enough power, she'll disappear! Poor
Rara. What's a "Gaba Kawa" demon to do? -- VIZ Media
Whispers turn into screaming headlines in Earl Ciel
Phantomhive's morning paper as word of the dead being
resurrected takes society by storm. But when the unsavoury
details of the business reach Ciel's ear, he and his superlative
butler, Sebastian, book themselves on a luxury liner to look
into these alleged miracles and the "Aurora Society"
conducting them. As the waters lap and crash all around the
vessel, mysterious individuals gather under the banner of the
"Phoenix." Ciel and Sebastian may be one step closer to the
truth, but have they sealed their fates by conducting an
investigation on what could easily become a floating coffin...?
*record scratch* *freeze frame on Haru Koyama getting
choked by a horny naked dude* Yep, that's me. You're
probably wondering how I got into this situation. Not by
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choice, I can tell you that! It started when my weirdo
classmate, Chiba, tried to save me from a runaway truck and
got us both killed instead. Idiot. Then we got transported to
another world, which I guess is like an otaku dream come
true, or something? Chiba ends up with cheat abilities, and
what do I get? Nothing! Lucky me, I get to be a sex worker
instead. Gotta earn money somehow — but since I have to
do it, I'm gonna kick ass at it. This world treats women even
worse than the one we came from, so things get...rough. Still,
I've made friends with some of the girls, and if I can juggle
Chiba's idiocy and Sumo the virgin's emotions on top of all
the various kinks my customers throw at me, things will be all
right...won't they?
After returning from a seaside vacation, Nanami is shocked to
discover that the townsfolk consider her shrine abandoned.
She decides to hold a summer festival for the local humans
and yokai to revitalize the shrine's reputation. But Tomoe is
strangely reluctant. Can Nanami pull off the festival with a
little help from her yokai friends, or will Tomoe's naysaying
spell disaster? -- VIZ Media
Poor Sumi Kitamura... Her irresponsible older brother Eisuke
keeps bringing home orphans for her to take care of even
though they can barely afford their own basic needs! Just
when Sumi's financial problems become dire, wealthy
Soichiro Ashida enters her life with a bizarre proposition: he'll
provide her with the money she so desperately needs if she
agrees to marry him. But can Sumi fool high society into
thinking she's a proper lady? Moreover, is it worth giving up
everything for this sham of a marriage? -- VIZ Media
There is a world of myth and magic that intersects ours, and
only a special few can see it. Misao Harada is one such
person, and she wants nothing to do with magical realms.
She just wants to have a normal high school life and maybe
get a boyfriend. But she is the bride of demon prophecy, and
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her blood grants incredible powers, her flesh immortality. Now
the demon realm is fighting over the right to her hand...or her
life! Everything changes one day when Misao is attacked by a
demon. Her childhood friend Kyo suddenly returns to save
her and tend to her cuts--with his tongue! It turns out Misao is
the bride of prophecy, whose blood gives power to the demon
clan who claims her. But most demons want to keep her
power for themselves--by eating her! Now Misao is just trying
to stay alive...and decide if she likes it when Kyo licks her
wounds. -- VIZ Media
Sofia is a quiet, shy young woman who's never been away
from home for long. When she moves to Turin for school, it's
her first time away from her family and her boyfriend Luca.
But her new roommate, Veronica, leads a life very different
from hers: she prefers evenings in the company of beautiful
boys! Meanwhile, Luca dreads the influence of Veronica and
her entourage on Sofia, and especially the presence of the
enigmatic Lorenzo, who seems to be a little too interested in
his girlfriend...
Chibis, Mascots, and More covers the popular genre of
Chibis--tiny, highly expressive characters and their faithful but
volatile friends. With lessons on the body construction,
expressions, and character types that are unique to the chibi
genre, as well as demonstrations that teach how to draw their
critter friends, this book covers everything readers need to go
from chibi fans to chibi artists. After an introduction to these
elements, readers will have a chance to follow along Hart's indepth step-by-steps, and will even be invited to draw on their
own, right in the book's pages.
Despite Shimana trying her hardest to keep the landlord by
her side, Taiga is still moving to another city for work. But
before he goes, he makes sure to spend the day with
Shimana...and promises that he will return. In the final volume
of Dreamin' Sun, will Shimana finally see her dream come
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true and be reunited with the landlord?
Unable to break into the top five in the competition per the
condition of Yuinosuke’s special training, Chitose feels
“disappointment” for the first time. After that, her first
Valentine’s Day is spent in Itsuki’s room! Chitose
unintentionally rejects Itsuki, who couldn’t stop his flood of
love for her. Though the air was uncomfortable between the
two of them, they told each other their true feelings, and their
bond became deeper than before! Then, spring came, and
Chitose and her friends finally advanced to cram classes…!?
While on a seaside field trip, the little boy Aram and Airi find
themselves in the middle of a blackout at a public bath.
Frazzled to no end, Airi drags Aram inside a closet, but
someone walks in on them. Will Aram’s secret be blown so
soon? Meanwhile, Aram’s former fiancée Mariabel shows up
at school. What evil schemes does she have in store for Aram
and Airi? -- VIZ Media

Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her
uncle. Spring arrives, and Suzume and her
classmates are now second-year students. There’s
just one problem—all the first-year girls are obsessed
with Mamura. Suzume and her friends come up with
a plan to make Suzume his fake girlfriend, but
Mamura is conflicted. -- VIZ Media
Young author Aki Fujino appeared poised to making
it big in the world of publishing. Her debut title
UTSUBORA was being pitched about to a number of
editors and at least one person felt it was set to
propel her into stardom. However, before she could
ever have her book published, the young woman
was found dead. Some believe it was a suicide, but
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those close to her feel there is something more
sinister involved in this young talent's death. Aki's
death has become something straight out of a
mystery. Much like the story behind UTSUBORA,
there is something more to Aki, Sakura and their
relationship with an author named Mizorogi than
meets the eye. And it is possible that the only way to
solve this mystery may be to uncover all their
secrets.
Think you know everything about Hot Gimmick?
Well, think again! Hot Gimmick S, an original
novelization inspired by the super-popular shojo
series Hot Gimmick, boasts an ending that is
completely different than how the manga series
concludes. Hatsumi Narita, a somewhat indecisive
coed, must navigate the choppy waters of company
housing life and try to keep her love life on track too.
She starts dating her extremely bossy neighbor
Ryoki, but how will her dreamy older brother Shinogu
feel about this? It¿s the ending that manga fans are
dying to read and are bound to be talking about for a
long time to come! Plus, a bonus, heart-pounding
manga episode that¿s all about Hatsumi and
Shinogu!
After fainting unexpectedly, Sofia begins to
remember glimpses of her life before the fateful
accident she had a few years ago that took most of
her memories. It seems she wasn't always the
straight-laced good girl everyone thought she was.
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Now, she'll have to reckon with what really happened
back then, and what her family has done to keep her
in the dark. At the center of it all is Lorenzo, but she
still doesn't understand why. Sofia's mysterious past
is finally starting to unravel... but what will she find
when it all comes to light?
Satou Matsuzaka doesn't seem to care about much,
moving through boys and casting them aside like so
used candy wrappers. All that changes, though,
when she meets Shio. The little girl changes
everything for Matsuzaka. Is this love...? If it is, then
it's love through a very warped prism as the high
schooler demonstrates there's no atrocity beyond
her when it comes to protecting the object of her
deranged affection.
This witty, warm-hearted retelling of Cyrano de
Bergerac is a love letter to female friendship. Perfect
for Stephanie Perkins fans, and anyone who's ever
thought of trying on a new identity to impress a guy.
Aphra Brown is bold and outgoing. Her best friend,
Bethany, is achingly beautiful. Individually, they
could both do a little better in the self-esteem
department, but together? Together, they have what
it takes to win over Greg D'Agostino, a proverbial
"ten," who happens to be fluent in six
languages--seven if you count the language of
smoldering gazes . . . What begins as an honest
mistake turns into an elaborate deception, wherein
Bethany goes on dates with Greg while Aphra
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coaches her on what to say, and texts him in the
guise of Bethany, trying and failing, all the while, to
tamp down her own hopeless crush. It's only a
matter of time before things come crashing down.
The question is: What will happen when Greg finds
out? And can Aphra and Bethany's friendship survive
the fallout? From the author of We Regret to Inform
You comes a witty, warm-hearted exploration of love
in all its forms, and a cris-de-coeur for selfacceptance when the pressure to be perfect is
overwhelming. "There is much to appreciate about
this book: its cleverness, its humor, that it embraces
and normalizes therapy, that it places familial love
and friendship on a level with romantic love. But,
perhaps best of all, it offers teens, especially those
struggling to accept and love themselves, a picture
of a girl who makes mistakes and fights to begin
again." --Booklist, starred review "At once painful
and heartfelt . . . a smart and honest look at female
beauty, with plenty of panache to boot." --Kirkus,
starred review
Zen's finally confessed his feelings to Shimana!
Unfortunately, while she wants to help him pursue
his dreams, she doesn't feel the same way about
him. Shimana's got her own unreturned feelings to
deal with, because she's crushing on the landlord,
who treats her just like a child. Determined to get
closer, Shimana gets a hold of his high school
yearbook--and makes some surprising discoveries.
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"Let's get married, Nishiki." On their first heartpounding overnight trip together, Nishiki and
Atsumori's feelings will grow even stronger... When
Nishiki returns to her hometown over summer break,
she shares her new dream of becoming a doctor
with her parents. Her father quickly rejects the idea,
though, and to make matters worse, things are
awkward with Takara and Kano. In the midst of all
this, Atsumori, who was supposed to be studying for
his college exams in Tokyo, shows up at Nishiki's
house! He introduces himself to her parents, and his
sincerity makes an impression on Nishiki's skeptical
father. Inspired by the meeting, Atsumori invites
Nishiki to meet his father, but the night of their
appointment, the unthinkable happens...
When Ritsu Onodera changes jobs, looking for a fresh
start, he's not exactly thrilled when his new boss turns
out to be his old flame. Ritsu's determined to leave all
that in the past—but how can he when his boss is just as
determined that they have a future? Tired of accusations
that family connections got him his current position, Ritsu
Onodera quits his job as an editor at his father's
company and transfers to Marukawa Publishing. Once
there, he is assigned to the shojo manga editorial
department—something he has no interest in and no
experience with! Having sworn he'd never fall in love
again, the last thing he wants to do is work on love
stories. To make matters worse, it turns out that his
overbearing boss, Masamune Takano, is actually his first
love from high school!
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Lately, Sakura has been finding herself surround by
mysterious magic that’s much bigger than the Clow
Cards. A spark-filled force field keeps her from getting
close to Syaoran, and she even starts to sense her late
mother’s presence. Then, when a new, unknown magic
causes Sakura to shrink down in size, she feels as if
she’s been transported into a children’s storybook. How
will she ever find her way back home...?
In company-owned rabbit-hutch apartments live tenants
who can't afford to live anywhere else, and the
apartment complex in which high-school girl Hatsumi
Narita lives is ruled over by the rumour mongering, selfrighteous Mrs. Tachibana. Get on Tachibana's bad side,
and life becomes hell. When Hatsumi has to buy a
pregnancy test because her popular sister Akane is late,
Mrs. Tachibana's son, Ryoki, who used to bully Hatsumi
as a kid, promises not to tell the world about Hatsumi's
secret if she becomes his slave. Suddenly Azusa,
Hatsumi's protector in their youth, reappears to save her
again! He's moving back into the neighbourhood!
Despite the budding romance between Hatsumi and
Azusa, Ryoki has control over her through the secret that
could ruin the lives of everyone in Hatsumi's family, and
he hasn't forgotten who his slave is!
Yukari is dull. He doesn't even stand out enough to be
bullied - he's just a generally lower-middle-class kid. He's
in love with Misaki, the most popular girl in school.
There's just one problem: He's 15, one year away from
receiving his government-assigned marriage partner. He
normally wouldn't have the courage to defy the law, but
his sickly classmate Ririna still believes in love, and
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won't stop goading him into confessing his feelings!
The meeting between Takane and Hana ends in an
explosive manner, and Hana is convinced that she’ll
never have to see that awful Takane again. But Takane
actually seems interested in Hana! Exasperated by
Takane’s immature attitude, yet amused and intrigued
despite herself, Hana wonders if her hilarious rivalry with
Takane just might lead to love! -- VIZ Media
After orphan Teru Kurebayashi loses her beloved older
brother, she finds solace in the messages she
exchanges with DAISY, an enigmatic figure who can only
be reached through the cell phone her brother left her.
Meanwhile, mysterious Tasuku Kurosaki always seems
to be around whenever Teru needs help. Could DAISY
be a lot closer than Teru thinks? One day at school, Teru
accidentally breaks a window and agrees to pay for it by
helping Kurosaki with chores around school. Kurosaki is
an impossible taskmaster though, and he also seems to
be hiding something important from Teru... -- VIZ Media
Mikami-sensei and his beloved Natsume can't tell
anybody about their secret relationship as boyfriend and
girlfriend! The two lovers wind up performing Romeo and
Juliet at the school festival, but a certain handsome
school chairman arrives to drive a wedge between them
... ! Will this be the ultimate battle of love between these
childish adults ... ?!
LOVEY-DOVEY DRAMA Aoi and Shusei’s bond
becomes ever stronger, adding to their already airtight
love! But as the two of them grow closer, the lives of the
people around them get turbulent. As Shouta pushes the
brother he never wanted away, he stumbles upon
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Yudai’s diary and makes a startling discovery.
Meanwhile, Eri kisses Wataru as he pines over Aoi,
leading to a night of releasing pent-up anger and
passion. Eri finally decides to confess her love to
Wataru, but there is no telling what he might do…

Suehiro is a quiet girl, who prefers the excitment of
her books to the real-life anxieties of friends. She'd
been perfectly happy in her own little world until ultrapopular guy Takasago asked her out as part of a
punishment game right in front of the class, bringing
Suehiro front and center. Mortified, she tries
everything to get away...but he persists, and insists
he's serious! How will she deal with such an
interruption to her previously quiet life?
The long-awaited Dumpster Battle begins! Nekoma,
known for its defense, shocks everyone by going
with aggressive synchro attacks! Meanwhile,
Tsukishima watches blocking master Kuroo
effectively curb Karasuno’s assault and declares he
can’t outdo him...at least, not on his own! -- VIZ
Media
After leaving Natsuo, Hina starts over in a new town.
Then one day, the man she once had an affair with,
Shuu, appears before her eyes. Meanwhile, unable
to cope with his growing affection for Rui, Natsuo
finds himself on a rollercoaster of emotion.
Riiko needs money after giving all she had to help
pay for Night, so she finds a job at the same place
Soshi works. Not wanting Night to worry, she doesn't
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tell him about her new job, but Night finds out
anyway. What's even more worrying to Night is how
Riiko is beginning to feel for Soshi... -- VIZ Media
Several years have passed since Momoko and
Ranmaru got married. Now, Momoko’s little brother
Kota is in his second year of high school. To no
one’s surprise, nothing has happened between him
and his only female friend, the entertainer Juria. But
at his job as a photographer’s assistant, Kota finds
himself very attracted to an older woman named
Nanako. This volume also includes a one-off love
story about a boy who’s a wizard with an abacus
and a girl who’s bad at math. Don’t miss the final
volume of the hit erotic romantic comedy Peach
Heaven!
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